COMP1400
Prac and Final Exam
Prac Exam

- Held in regular lab times
- The same as mid-semester Prac exam
  - 90 mins
  - Each question has its own project
- Online lecture notes are available, like mid-semester prac exam
- Three questions
Hints

• Read the questions carefully and do EXACTLY what is asked

• use the names of files, classes and methods EXACTLY as in the question

• If we say a method *returns* a value then return it, don’t print it

• If we say, print it, don’t return it!
Three questions

• See Sample Prac Exam on the class webpage
  • Write an algorithm
  • Use objects
  • Create objects
Written Exam

• Part A
  • 20 multiple choice questions

• Part B
  • 7 short answer questions, *not* equal value
  • may be given code and you must explain how it works or what it outputs

• See Sample Written Exam Questions on the class webpage